I. SEMIMETRICS AND SEMIMETRIC REPRESENTATION
We introduce the metric g ik in space-time with the aid of the asymmetric matrix ||λ i(α) || according to [4] g ik = λ i(α) λ k(α) , ||λ i(α) || 2 = ||g ik ||.
Formally λ i(α) may be thought of as half the metric g ik We shall call it the semimetric, and * Translated by E. J. Saletan † Commentary: In this paper, the Gel'fandIaglom field equation was generalized to the curved space based on the veilbein framework. The general covariant field equations for arbitrary spin were obtained. More importantly, in this work, Prof. Duan introduced the gauge covariant derivative with the local Lorentz transformation, which is the foundation for a gauge theory of gravitation. Therefore, this work is one of the earliest references to explore gauge theories of gravitation. the representation shall be called the semimetric representation. The metric g ik remains invariant if the semimetric λ i(α) is subjected to the orthogonal transformation
where ||L (αβ) || is an orthogonal matrix, which means that
This is easily seen from (2) and (3), according to which
Therefore all the equations of the general theory of relativity must remain invariant with respect to two transformation groups, namely, (a) the group of general transformations of all coordinates of the form
and (b) the group of orthogonal transformations of the elements of the semimetric matrix
According to Eq. (1)
Denoting the elements of the inverse matrix
We define
We shall call these new coordinates x (α) the semimetric coordinates. From (8) and (1) it follows that
This means that in semimetric space the element of length is given by a normal quadratic form and is invariant under the linear transformation
From (9) we obtain
It follows from (11) that
II. COVARIANT DERIVATIVE OF A GENERALIZED FIELD FUNCTION
Let us introduce an n−dimensional matrix vector in semimetric space, whose components L (α) form a set of n Hermitian matrices satisfying the condition
where I (αβ) is an infinitesimal operator of a representation of the group of linear transformations of Eq. (11). These infinitesimal operators satisfy the commutation rules
We shall denote the contravariant and covariant components of this matrix vector in Riemannian space by
Writing
we can readily obtain from (14), (15), and (1) the relations
Two complex generalized field functions ψ and ψ are called adjoint functions if the n Hermitian formsψ
the components of these vectors remain invariant. Under the transformations of group (b), we haveψ
The generalized wave functions transform among themselves according to
where S is a matrix which varies from point to point and is related to ||L (αβ) || by
which follows from (20). In order to derive the covariant differentiation formula for a generalized field function, we must define the concept of parallel displacement. If two points x and x+dx are separated by an infinitesimal distance, the wave functions at these points are related by the infinitesimal linear transformations
where Λ is a certain matrix. If (23) is to define parallel displacement, the vectorψL (α) ψ, which is constructed ofψ and ψ , must undergo a parallel displacement, which means that
From (23) and (24) it follows that
where the η i(αβ) are the components of the affine connection, which have been given by Rumer [4] . According to Eq. (25), the Λ i are given by
Multiplying (26) by λ i (δ) we obtain
where Λ (δ) = λ i (δ) Λ i , and the η (αβγ) = λ i (α) η i(βγ) are the Ricci curvature coefficients [5] .
The general solution of Eq. (27) will be
where the f i are arbitrary functions. This is easily seen by making use of (14).
Thus the covariant derivative of a generalized field function will be
and in semimetric space
(31)
III. EXTENSION OF THE GEL'FAND-IAGLOM FIELD EQUATIONS TO THE GENERAL THEORY OF RELATIVITY
The covariant field equations for arbitrary spin were obtained in the special theory of relativity by Gel'fand and Iaglom [1] , and are of the form
where ψ is a generalized field function describing particles with arbitrary spin, and the L k are matrices which determine the linear transformation properties of the ψ function.
In order that Eqs. (32) become covariant with respect to all physically possible transformations, the ordinary derivatives ∂ψ/∂x k which appear in them must be replaced by covariant derivatives ∇ k ψ. Then the general covariant field equations will be
Inserting (30) into (33) and using (28), we obtain
where the L k are matrix functions satisfying Eqs. (17). From (13), (16), and (34) one can obtain the general covariant field equations in semimetric space, namely
where the L (α) satisfy relations (14). If L (α) = γ (α) , where the γ (α) are Dirac matrices, then
and (34) become the general covariant Dirac equation
a special case of (34) which has been previously obtained by Fock and Ivanenko [6] . This shows that Eqs. (34) and (35) are of greater generality. The general covariant Lagrangian is in this case
If (38) is substituted into Euler's equation, one easily obtains Eq. (34). Further, it is easily shown that the symmetric energy-momentum tensor and the current vector in general covariant form can be written, respectively,
It should be noted that the field equations (35), as opposed to those of the special theory of relativity, contain the additional operator terms
acting on the spinor or tensor fields. These operators may therefore be treated as mass operators entering the theory in a natural way. They are not introduced artificially or without any reasonable basis, as is done in many works on ordinary quantum field theory. One may hope that these operators will make it possible to eliminate the difficulties associated with divergences in field theory.
In conclusion, I express my gratitude to Professor Iu. M. Shirokov for discussing the results of the present work.
